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Abstrat
We elaborate on the reently disovered spinor-vetor duality in realisti free fermioni
heteroti vaua. We emphasize the interpretation of the freely-ating orbifolds arried out on
the six internal dimensions as oordinate-dependent ompatiations; they play a entral
role in the duality, espeially beause of their ability to break the right-moving superonfor-
mal algebra of the spae-time supersymmetri heteroti vaua. These onsiderations lead to
a simple and intuitive proof of the spinor-vetor duality, and to the formulation of expliit
rules to nd the dual of a given model. We disuss the interest of suh a duality, notably
onerning the struture of the spae of vaua of superstring theory.
1
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1 Introdution
Heteroti string theory [1℄ is a preferred andidate to build realisti string theories. Indeed, its
struture allows a large variety of gauge groups, derived from the breaking of the original SO(32)
or E8 × E8 10-dimensional gauge group upon ompatiation [2℄. These groups inlude usual
grand uniation groups suh as SO(10) or SU(5), usually arising from the breaking of the E6
gauge group present in a N = (2, 2) Calabi-Yau ompatiation of heteroti string theories.
One expets a realisti theory to have N = 1 (whih is further spontaneously broken) four-
dimensional supersymmetry. In our framework, this is ahieved by ompatifying the six internal
dimensions on a T 6/Z2×Z2 orbifold. This proedure initially breaks supersymmetry from N = 4
toN = 1. The last breakingN = 1→ N = 0 is assumed to be realized either by non-perturbative
phenomena or by (geometri or non-geometri) uxes [3℄. The T 6/Z2 × Z2 orbifold framework
also has the advantage to have three N = 2 twisted setors, whih an lead naturally to a
realization of models with three generations [4℄  [8℄.
The models we are going to be interested in are built using the so-alled fermioni onstru-
tion [5℄, where the Weyl anomaly is anelled by inlusion of free fermioni degrees of freedom
on the world-sheet. Over the years, several string-derived realisti models have been onstruted
using this formalism [6℄. It is known [7, 8℄ that suh models reprodue a wide variety of om-
patiations, toroidal or more generally Calabi-Yau, at speial points of their moduli spae. A
partiular model is speied by a basis of sets of fermions, or more preisely by summation over
a set of spin strutures authorized for the fermions. In this proedure, standard Z2 freely-ating
and non-freely ating orbifolds are enoded in a very natural way, whih arises from the prop-
erties of fermionization when the internal manifold is at the extended symmetry point, referred
to as the fermioni point. Plaing ourselves at this spei point of the moduli spae of the
theory is not very restritive : indeed, if one hooses to deform these models in order to move
away from this point, the form of the twisted setors, and therefore the hiral matter ontent of
the model, is unhanged as these setors are insensitive to the geometry of the ompatiation
manifold [4, 8, 9℄. The T 6/Z2×Z2 orbifold breaking the supersymmetry to N = 1 is realized by
means of the introdution of two sets of fermions, that we will all b1 and b2. We nally have
to speify the value of various disrete torsion oeients, dening the ation of the generalized
GSO projetions present in the onstrution; this speiation, among other things, enodes the
preise eet of all the orbifoldings that have been introdued.
In this paper, we will fous on a duality that has been pointed out in a reent work [4℄,
where several properties of all possible heteroti Z2 × Z2 models have been detailed, by means
of a omputerized statistial study of their massless spetra. This study has been restrited to a
sublass of models losely resembling the usual three generation realisti string models, where the
gauge group yielded by the free fermions inlude a fator SO(10). This duality exhanges, within
the three twisted setors of the orbifold, the number of vetorial representations of SO(10) with
the number of spinorial plus anti-spinorial representations of SO(10). Starting from obviously
self-dual ases, namely the ases where the SO(10) gauge is extended to E6, whih an be linked
to the usual N = (2, 2) ompatiations on Calabi-Yau surfaes, we will be able to projet
out some of the representations of SO(10) by suitable freely-ating orbifolds, therefore expliitly
reating dual pairs of models in a straightforward way. We will be able to onstrut the dual
model of some generi model, whih will prove the duality. As noted in previous work, this
1
duality is realized internally in eah twisted setor. Consequentially, the duality has been shown
to hold in N = 2 theories as well (as N = 2 supersymmetry is onserved in eah of the twisted
setors). The mehanism of the proof an be adapted in a straightforward way to this ase.
The main ingredient of the onstrution will be to onsider the eet of freely-ating orbifolds.
These orbifolds, when arried out in the simplest way, orrespond to the modding out of a half-
shift symmetry X → X + πR on an internal boson X. In this ase, the generated twisted
setors are massive; without further hypotheses, the mass shift does not depend on the various
representations to whih the states belong. However, in a partiular framework, the freely-ating
orbifold an break a symmetry by lifting the mass degeneray between the symmetry partners.
This happens if, in addition to the translation, we onsider modding out a parity operator,
disriminating states having dierent harges under a symmetry group. As a result, states
with dierent harges will undergo dierent mass shifts, leading to a spontaneous breaking of
symmetry. This mehanism is the stringy generalization [3℄ of the eld-theoreti Sherk-Shwarz
ompatiation [10℄ ; it an be used to spontaneously break supersymmetry, when the parity
operator is hosen to be the spae-time heliity of the string state [3℄. More generally, various
patterns of spontaneous SUSY breaking are obtained by hoosing an arbitrary R-symmetry
harge (see for example [11℄ for a reent osmologial appliation of these onstrutions).
This enables us also to break an internal superonformal algebra, relating vetorial and
spinorial representations of some gauge group of the theory. The urrent transforming the spino-
rial representation into the vetorial one and vie-versa is part of the right hand side of the
N = (2, 2) superonformal algebra present in the model in the ase of an unbroken E6. By doing
a Sherk-Shwarz ompatiation of an internal diretion oupled to the heliity assoiated to
the dierent representations of the gauge group, one is then able to break this superonformal
symmetry, disriminating vetorial and spinorial representations by reating a mass gap.
In the rst part of this paper, we will review the free fermioni setup used to onstrut
the lass of models we will be interested in. Then we will detail how one an implement freely-
ating orbifolds with the sets we introdued, how these freely-ating orbifolds an be used for the
spontaneously breaking of some symmetry, and how it an, in our ase, lift the mass degeneray
between the spinorial/anti-spinorial representations of SO(10) and the vetorial representations
of SO(10). In a third part, we will fous on one twisted plane (that is, one family of twisted
setors) of the theory. We will start by onsidering one spei model in the rst twisted plane,
and detail its massless spetrum. Then, we will enuniate the rules to onstrut the (St ↔ V )-
dual of a model, and apply them on the model we just onstruted. We will also give some
tools to perform this duality diretly on the partition funtion of the theory. Finally, we will
onlude by some remarks on the signiane of this duality, espeially regarding the struture
of the vaua of N = 1 heteroti string theories.
2 Free fermioni onstrution
2.1 N = 1 and N = 2 parity set basis and partition funtion
Starting for a four-dimensional superstring theory made out of free fermions [5℄, the 20 left-
moving fermions are noted, following referenes [9, 12℄
{ψµ, χ1...6, y1...6, ω1...6} (2.1)
2
and the 44 right-moving ones
{y¯1...6, ω¯1...6, ψ¯1...5, η¯1...3, φ¯1...8} (2.2)
where the ψ¯'s, η¯'s and φ¯'s are omplex fermions. These notations xed, we are onsidering the
sets
F = {ψµ, χ1...6, y1...6, ω1...6 | y¯1...6, ω¯1...6, ψ¯1...5, η¯1...3, φ¯1...8};
S = {ψµ, χ1...6}; ei = {yi, ωi | y¯i, ω¯i}, [ i = 1 . . . 6 ] ;
b1 = {χ3...6, y3...6 | y¯3...6, ψ¯1...5, η¯1}; (2.3)
b2 = {χ1,2,5,6, y1,2,5,6 | y¯1,2,5,6, ψ¯1...5, η¯2};
z1 = {φ¯1...4}; z2 = {φ¯5...8}.
Noting additively the usual omposition law of the free fermioni formalism, we will use that
x = {ψ¯1...5, η¯1,2,3} = F + S +
∑
i
ei + z1 + z2 (2.4)
and
b3 = b1 + b2 + x = {χ1...4, y1...4 | y¯1...4, ψ¯1...5, η¯3} (2.5)
are part of the vaua of the theory. Note that the ase of a N = 2 theory is treated by
onsidering the previous set, amputated of b2. This has the eet of onsidering a T
4/Z2 × T 2
orbifold instead of a T 6/Z2 × Z2. The duality also holds in this ase, as we will see from the
mehanism of onstrution that the duality holds separately in eah twisted setor; and within
a twisted setor, N = 2 supersymmetry is preserved.
The generi form of this partition funtion is quite lengthy but useful. We note, as an index
of the various bloks, the orresponding degrees of freedom. Noting for brevity h3 = −h1 − h2,
it reads :
ZN=1 =
∫
F
d2τ
τ22
τ−12
η12η¯24
1
22
∑
hi,gi

1
2
∑
a,b
(−)a+b+abϑ [ab ]ϑ
[
a+h1
b+g1
]
ϑ
[
a+h2
b+g2
]
ϑ
[
a+h3
b+g3
]
ψµ,χ
×

1
2
∑
ǫ,ξ
ϑ¯
[
ǫ
ξ
]5
ϑ¯
[
ǫ+h1
ξ+g1
]
ϑ¯
[
ǫ+h2
ξ+g2
]
ϑ¯
[
ǫ+h3
ξ+g3
]
ψ¯1...5,η¯1,2,3
(2.6)
×

1
2
∑
H1,G1
1
2
∑
H2,G2
(−)H1G1+H2G2ϑ¯
[
ǫ+H1
ξ+G1
]4
ϑ¯
[
ǫ+H2
ξ+G2
]4
φ¯1...8
×
(∑
si,ti
Γ6,6
[
hi|si
gi|ti
])
(yωy¯ω¯)1...6
× eiπΦ(γ,δ,si,ti,ǫ,ξ,hi,gi,H1,G1,H2,G2)
3
where the internal twisted/shifted (6, 6) lattie is given by
Γ6,6
[
hi|si
gi|ti
]
=
1
26
∑
γi,δi
(∣∣∣ϑ [γ1+h1δ1+g1 ]∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ϑ [γ1δ1 ]∣∣∣ (−)γ1t1+δ1s1+s1t1)(yωy¯ω¯)1
×
(∣∣∣ϑ [γ2+h1δ2+g1 ]∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ϑ [γ2δ2 ]∣∣∣ (−)γ2t2+δ2s2+s2t2)(yωy¯ω¯)2 (2.7)
×
(∣∣∣ϑ [γ3+h2δ3+g2 ]∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ϑ [γ3δ3 ]∣∣∣ (−)γ3t3+δ3s3+s3t3)(yωy¯ω¯)3
×
(∣∣∣ϑ [γ4+h2δ4+g2 ]∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ϑ [γ4δ4 ]∣∣∣ (−)γ4t4+δ4s4+s4t4)(yωy¯ω¯)4
×
(∣∣∣ϑ [γ5+h3δ5+g3 ]∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ϑ [γ5δ5 ]∣∣∣ (−)γ5t5+δ5s5+s5t5)(yωy¯ω¯)5
×
(∣∣∣ϑ [γ6+h3δ6+g3 ]∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ϑ [γ6δ6 ]∣∣∣ (−)γ6t6+δ6s6+s6t6)(yωy¯ω¯)6 .
Here eiπΦ is a global phase whose eet is to implement the various GGSO projetions ating
on the spetrum of this theory. Following the formalism of [5℄, these GGSO projetions are
equivalently dened by the oeients C(vi|vj) ≡ [vi|vj ], where vi and vj are the vetors of (2.3).
This phase is required to satisfy modular invariane onstraints, that is, it must be invariant
under the following transformations :
τ → τ + 1⇒


(a, b) → (a, a+ b+ 1)
(γi, δi) → (γi, γi + δi + 1)
(ǫ, ξ) → (ǫ, ǫ+ ξ + 1)
(hi, gi) → (hi, hi + gi)
(Hi, Gi) → (Hi,Hi +Gi)
(si, ti) → (si, si + ti)
; τ → −1/τ ⇒


(a, b) → (b, a)
(γi, δi) → (δi, γi)
(ǫ, ξ) → (ξ, ǫ)
(hi, gi) → (gi, hi)
(Hi, Gi) → (Gi,Hi)
(si, ti) → (ti, si)
.
(2.8)
Here we may make some remarks.
 The global phase Φ does not depend on the spin struture of the spae-time fermions,
(a, b). This is neessary to preserve N = 1 supersymmetry; otherwise supersymmetry is
spontaneously broken, as the gravitini aquire a mass. We will not onsider this mehanism
here. Note however that the onstrution of a realisti model also requires suh a breaking.
 We want to emphasize the physial meaning of the parameter ǫ in the expression (2.6). As
the ψ¯ blok orresponds to the representations of SO(10), ǫ is the assoiated hirality :
spinorials of SO(10) have ǫ = 1, whereas vetorials have ǫ = 0. We will relate this later
to the right-moving SCFT of the model; breaking this SCFT will be done by assuming a
non-trivial dependene of the global phase Φ of the spin-struture (ǫ, ξ).
 The inlusion of (si, ti) performs additional shifts on the six (fermionized) internal dimen-
sions ompatied on T 6/Z2 × Z2. These shifts orrespond to the presene of the sets (ei)
in the parity basis; similarly, the twisting parameters (Hi, Gi) aount for the presene of
the sets zi. Coupling these parameters to various spin strutures by a suitable form of the
phase Φ will generate the Sherk-Shwarz symmetry breakings we will onsider.
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2.2 SO(10) models as Gepner-map duals of Type II models
The model we have onsidered above is in fat obtained diretly from a Type II model by a map
introdued in [13℄. This map denes a orrespondene between a heteroti model and a Type II
model by the following onstrution.
If we label Bλ=1,2,3,4 the four haraters of SO(8) O8, V8, S8, C8, one an write a generi Type II
partition funtion in the following form
ZII =
1
τ42 η
8η¯8
∑
λ,λ¯
BλB¯λ¯Zλ,λ¯ (2.9)
Here, Zλ,λ¯ aount for the spin-statistis of the model and, in the ase of ompatied theories,
for the internal latties. The general proedure
2
is then to replae the SO(2d) haraters of the
right-moving side of the theory by SO(8 + 2d) × E8 haraters, so that the modular properties
of the partition funtion are preserved. The produt only involves the singlet harater of E8,
whereas the map for the SO(2d) haraters is done as follows :
O¯2d → V¯2d+8, V¯2d → O¯2d+8, S¯2d → −S¯2d+8, C¯2d → −C¯2d+8. (2.10)
In partiular, for the usual IIA and IIB spae-time fermions bloks, d = 4 and the replaement
is done by
1
2
∑
a¯,b¯
(−)a¯+b¯ϑ¯ [a¯b¯ ]4 →

1
2
∑
a¯,b¯
(−)a¯b¯ϑ¯ [a¯b¯]8

× 1
2
∑
γ¯,δ¯
ϑ¯
[
γ¯
δ¯
]8
(2.11)
1
2
∑
a¯,b¯
(−)a¯+b¯+a¯b¯ϑ¯ [a¯b¯ ]4 →

1
2
∑
a¯,b¯
ϑ¯
[
a¯
b¯
]8× 1
2
∑
γ¯,δ¯
ϑ¯
[
γ¯
δ¯
]8
(2.12)
We see that the reversal of the sign of the fermioni haraters breaks the usual spin-statistis,
so that, from a spae-time point of view, this operation has traded a supersymmetri setor for
a purely bosoni setor. Following our notations for the free fermioni degrees of freedom and
their obvious extension to Type II models, the mapping Type II→ Heteroti is done by replaing
the free fermions of Type II {ψ¯µ, χ¯1...6} by the free fermions of the heteroti {ψ¯1...5, η¯1,2,3, φ¯1...8}.
Also note that in both Type IIA and Type IIB ases, the obtained blok is in fat a seond opy
of the singlet of E8, whih signals an enhanement of SO(16) to E8.
Carrying out the Z2 × Z2 orbifold on both of these models, we see that the heteroti model we
onsider in this paper is no other than the Gepner-map of a Type II N4 = 2 model, via the
mapping
2
There exists a seond solution, whih is the replaement by SO(32) haraters.
5
12
∑
a¯,b¯
(−)a¯+b¯+a¯b¯ϑ¯ [a¯b¯ ] ϑ¯ [a¯+h1b¯+g1 ] ϑ¯ [a¯+h2b¯+g2 ] ϑ¯ [a¯+h3b¯+g3 ] −→ (2.13)

1
2
∑
a¯,b¯
ϑ
[
a¯
b¯
]5
ϑ¯
[
a¯+h1
b¯+g1
]
ϑ¯
[
a¯+h2
b¯+g2
]
ϑ¯
[
a¯+h3
b¯+g3
]× 1
2
∑
γ¯,δ¯
ϑ¯
[
γ¯
δ¯
]8
.
One reognizes the blok of (2.6) orresponding to the ψ¯'s and η¯'s. The seond blok aounts
for an E8 gauge group formed by the omplex fermions φ¯
1...8
; generially, this group will be
broken due to the inlusion of the sets z1 and z2 in our onstrution.
Out of the two four-dimensional supersymmetries of the Type II model, only the left-moving
one is still present in the heteroti; however, the right-moving superonformal algebra survives
the mapping. This is nothing but the embedding of the spin onnetion of Type II models into the
onnetion of the orresponding heteroti ones. Then, this superonformal algebra does not give
birth to a spae-time SUSY, but relates spinors to vetors, belonging to representations whih
are now of the internal SO(10) spanned by the ψ¯'s. The survival of this symmetry will guarantee
the existene at the massless level of what were formerly right-moving gravitinos and are now
gauge bosons in a spinorial of SO(10) : then, SO(10)×U(1)3 gets enhaned to E6×U(1)2. This
enhanement omes as no surprise from the Calabi-Yau point of view : the general embedding
of spin-onnetion into gauge onnetion singles out a subalgebra SU(3) inside the rst E8,
orresponding to the holonomy of the ompatiation manifold. The anomaly anellation
mehanism [14℄ then requires that we swith on bakground values for this SU(3), and the
surviving gauge group is E6, oming from the embedding SU(3) × E6 ⊂ E8. Of ourse, the
Cartans of SU(3) still dene a gauge group U(1)2, so that, in the presene of a right-moving
N = 2 SCFT, we indeed nd a gauge group E6 × U(1)2 × E8. This is realized expliitly in our
onstrutions.
Note that this proedure underlines the naturalness of the appearane of a gauge group
SO(10) in N = 1 realisti theories : the Type II right-moving fermioni blok made out of S, V,C
representations of the Lorentz group SO(8) is traded for a blok made out of E8 haraters. The
Z2 × Z2 orbifold required to break the four-dimensional supersymmetry N = 4→ 1 is fored by
onsisteny to at on this E8, generially breaking it to E6 × U(1)2.
We will now enumerate the setors from whih we will be able to build massless states, and
identify their interpretation as twisted setors of the N = 4→ N = 1 Z2 × Z2 orbifold.
3 Spetrum of the model; superonformal x-map and its sponta-
neous breaking
3.1 Z2 × Z2 twisted setors
It is pretty straightforward to hek that the N = 1 supersymmetri partner of a state built
on some vauum |α〉 will ome from the vauum |α + S〉. Here, we will therefore restrain our
enumeration to the bosoni vaua. Apart form the pure NS vauum, states an be built from
the following sets :
6
• the 16 twisted setors ∣∣B1λ3λ4λ5λ6〉 = ∣∣∣b1 +∑6i=3 λiei〉, where λi = 0 or 1;
• the 16 twisted setors ∣∣B2λ1λ2λ5λ6〉 = ∣∣∣b2 +∑i=1,2,5,6 λiei〉, where λi = 0 or 1;
• the 16 twisted setors ∣∣B3λ1λ2λ3λ4〉 = ∣∣∣b3 +∑4i=1 λiei〉, where λi = 0 or 1;
• the setors |α+ x〉, where α is any of the setors desribed above;
• the setors |z1〉, |z2〉, |z1 + z2〉.
To properly distinguish a partile from its anti-partile, it will be handy to onsider instead the
fermioni setors B ≡ S + B, so as the spae-time hirality appears in a lear way. We will then
restrain ourselves to onsidering positive ψµ-heliity states. In the following, we will denote |B1〉
(and similarly for |B2〉, |B3〉) a generi setor ∣∣B1λ1λ2λ3λ4〉, and more generally |B〉 an arbitrary
twisted setor. The |B〉 setors are in one-to-one orrespondene with the xed points of the
Z2 × Z2 orbifold transformation.
Let us make some omments :
 In the following, we will pay no attention to the setors |z1〉, |z2〉, |z1 + z2〉, whih an
lead to additional gauge bosons. The minimal gauge group is SO(8) × SO(8); as pointed
out in [4℄, appropriate hoie of the GGSO phases ensures that this gauge group is not
enhaned, and that no mixed
3
massless states appear. In the following, we will assume
these no-enhanement hypotheses, whih state that there exists ei and ej , i 6= j, suh
as [ei|z1] = −1 and [ej |z2] = −1. This hoie projets out any would-be gauge bosons
that would enhane SO(8) × SO(8) → SO(16); the largest enhanement one an have in
that ase is a SO(8) → SO(9), whih an also be eliminated by allowing one more i suh
as [ei|z1] = −1; at any rate, there is no mixing between the observable gauge and the
hidden gauge.
 The spinor-vetor duality nds its root from the fat that if |α〉 is a relevant vauum to
build massless states, so is |α + x〉. This orrespondene is the superonformal x-map
|B〉 7→ |B + x〉 pointed out in [15℄. It is obvious that if (the exitations of) |α〉 are in
the vetorial of the SO(10) indued by the 5 omplex fermions ψ¯1...5, then |α + x〉 will
belong to a spinorial of the same group; the x-map being an involution, the onverse is also
true. What is at stake is then to nd, given a set of GGSO projetions, whih setors will
survive; and for eah theory, desribe the dual theory in terms of the eets of its various
GGSO projetions.
 An important ase of gure brings a self-dual ase. When preserving the N = (0, 2)
superonformal eld theory, the SO(10)ψ¯×U(1)η¯ , where U(1)η¯ is the diagonal U(1) indued
by η¯1,2,3, is lifted to E6. In this ase, the vetorial 10 and the spinorial 16 of SO(10)
(resp the anti-spinorial 16) are grouped in the fundamental 27 (resp. 27) of E6, whih
deomposes as 27→ 10⊕ 16⊕ 1 (resp. 27→ 10⊕ 16⊕ 1).
3
By mixed states, we mean states harged under both the observable SO(10) or E6 and the hidden gauge
group ontaining the SO(8) × SO(8).
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3.2 The x-map and superonformal algebra in representations of SO(10)
To begin with, we will restrain ourselves to onsider only one twisted setor, namely B10000 =
S + b1. We will note the assoiated ground state |B10000〉. Our results will easily be extended to
any of the 48 twisted setors detailed above. The untwisted setor, built out of the pure Neveu-
Shwarz ground state, gives the gauge bosons of the gauge group, but not the spinorial/vetorial
representations we are interested in.
The B10000 vauum is then written as
B10000 : Spin
(
ψµ, χ1,2, y3...6
)⊗ Spin (y¯3...6, ψ¯1...5, η¯1) (3.1)
and the addition of the setor x brings the vauum
B10000 + x : Spin
(
ψµ, χ1,2, y3...6
)⊗ Spin (y¯3...6, η¯2,3) . (3.2)
Here, one may make a few remarks, whih will be valid for any of the 48 twisted setors. Firstly,
due to the presene of 8 left-moving and 16 right-moving real fermions obeying Ramond boundary
onditions, the setor |B10000〉 is massless by itself, and ontains spin-elds made out of the SO(10)
fermions ψ¯; it therefore indues a spinorial of SO(10). On the other hand, the setor |B10000+x〉
has 8 left-moving and 8 right-moving Ramond real fermions, so that its ground energies read
M2L = 0; M
2
R = −
1
2
.
A massless state will then be reahed when exiting this ground state by a weight 1/2 right-
moving fermioni osillator. If we wish to onsider states harged under SO(10), this exitation
has to be taken to be ψ¯i−1/2, and the resulting state lies in a vetorial representation of SO(10).
Therefore, the x-map links vetorials to spinorials of SO(10). Obviously, the x-map arises as
the right-moving part of the N = (2, 2) superonformal eld theory that is still present after the
Type II→ Heteroti Gepner-map, and ats inside the gauge group, due to the embedding of the
spin onnetion into the gauge onnetion.
As in the ase of spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry, a spontaneous breaking of the
x-map will amount to projeting out from the spetrum spinorial or vetorial representations of
SO(10), giving dierent masses to the two partners. In terms of the free fermioni onstrution,
this situation is reeted in the fat that states from the massless setor |B〉 (resp. |B+ x〉) will
be projeted out, whereas states from the setors |B + ei〉 (resp. |B + x+ ei〉) will be preserved.
These setors are massive and are naturally interpreted as the twisted setor of the freely-ating
orbifold based on the half-shift of the oordinate Xi. We see that the net eet of this ation is
that the setors |B〉 (resp. |B + x〉) will get a mass, whereas the setors |B + x〉 (resp. |B〉) will
remain massless. We arry out an expliit example of suh a mass lift in the next subsetion; as
one an expet, it ruially relies on a areful hoie of the GGSO projetions.
3.3 Implementing the ei-generated freely-ating orbifolds
In this subsetion, we briey reall some useful results about twisted/shifted latties. The usual
equivalene between a ompat boson taken at the fermioni point and two left-moving plus two
right-moving real fermions is easily extended to orbifold partition funtions of eah theory.
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When we onsider two internal dimensions , the ϑ-funtion form of a zero-mode lattie Γ2,2,
taken at the enhaned symmetry (or fermioni) point (denoted f.p.)
Γ2,2
∣∣∣
f.p.
=

1
2
∑
γ,δ
∣∣ϑ [γδ ]∣∣2

2
(3.3)
is generalized to the orbifold version of the theory. When one implements the non-freely-ating
Z2 orbifold X
1,2 → −X1,2, whose twisting parameters will be denoted (h, g), as well as the two
freely-ating Z2 orbifolds X
1,2 → X1,2+π, whose shifting parameters will be noted (s1, t1, s2, t2),
the lattie sum is modied as
Γ2,2
[
h|s1,s2
g|t1,t2
] ∣∣∣
f.p.
=
1
4
∑
γ1,2,δ1,2
(−)γ1t1+δ1s1+s1t1(−)γ2t2+δ2s2+s2t2 (3.4)
×
∣∣∣ϑ [γ1+hδ1+g ]ϑ [γ1δ1 ]ϑ [γ2+hδ2+g ]ϑ [γ2δ2 ]∣∣∣
Therefore, implementing in the above partition funtion the freely-ating orbifolds (in this ase,
half-way shifts) orresponding to the sets ei only amounts to inserting the phases (−)γt+δs+st.
For now, we have just shifted the internal Γ6,6 lattie, independently of the rest of the spetrum.
The orresponding orbifold is the Z2-translation along eah irle of the internal spae.
If we wish to ouple this shift to other states of the theory, we must introdue a phase
relating the shift parameters (si, ti) to the spin strutures of the states we want to at on.
Suh a freely-ating orbifold takes the form (−)Q · T i, where T i is the Z2-translation of the ith
oordinate Xi 7→ Xi + πRi, and (−)Q is the parity operator assoiated to the spin struture we
are onsidering (generalizing the usual fermion ounting operator (−)F , whih would orrespond
to oupling to the spin-struture of the spae-time fermion spin struture (a, b)).
One an arry out the alulation of the partition funtion orresponding to this orbifold, by
inserting the projetion operator in the omputation of the trae over physial states and adding
the ontribution of the twisted setor. The result is that this orbifold is done by simply adding
a oyle in the partition funtion. As an example, if we onsider a Γ1,1 lattie oupled to some
spin struture (ǫ, ξ), the modiation is made as follows :
Z = [...]
R√
τ2
∑
m˜,n
exp
[
−πR
2
τ2
|m˜+ nτ |2
]
−→ [...]× 1
2
∑
h,g
(−)ǫg+ξh+gh R√
τ2
∑
m˜,n
exp
[
−πR
2
τ2
∣∣∣∣(m˜+ g2
)
+
(
n+
h
2
)
τ
∣∣∣∣2
]
(3.5)
= [...]×
∑
h,g
(−)ǫg+ξh+gh Γ1,1[hg ]
(
R
2
)
where Γ1,1[
h
g ] is the shifted Γ1,1 lattie
Γ1,1[
h
g ] =
R√
τ2
∑
m˜,n
exp
[
−πR
2
τ2
|(2m˜+ g) + (2n+ h) τ |2
]
(3.6)
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and the overall [...] refers to all the other bloks of the partition funtion, whih are unhanged
in the proess.
Setting RSS = R/2, we reover the well-known fat that this mehanism is equivalent to perform-
ing a stringy Sherk-Shwarz ompatiation, whih is done by oupling the internal dimension
to the SO(10) heliity urrent [3℄ ∮
(ψ¯1)† ψ¯1.
Suh a task is ahieved by inserting in the onerned partition funtion blok the oyle
(−)ǫm˜+ξn+m˜n, (3.7)
where now m˜ and n are the momentum/winding numbers of the string state along the radius RSS
[3℄. Looking at the expressions (3.4) and (3.5), one sees that, sine the internal shift parameters
of the internal dimensions are no other than (si, ti) that the oupling of the internal shifted
lattie to the SO(10) spin-struture (ǫ, ξ) will be done by inserting a phase of the form
(−)ǫti+ξsi+siti . (3.8)
It is worth noting that this oupling indeed lifts the mass of the states aording to their hirality
ǫ : by onsidering the insertion of the Sherk-Shwarz oyle (3.7), a Poisson resummation of
the modied lattie
RSS√
τ2
∑
m˜,n
(−)ǫm˜+ξn+m˜n exp
[
−πR
2
SS
τ2
|m˜+ nτ |2
]
(3.9)
shows that the string states now have momentum and winding numbers(
m− ǫ
2
− n
2
, n
)
(3.10)
whih signals a mass lifting in the ǫ = 1 setor. This proedure is of ourse enoded in the basi
form of the fermioni onstrution and does not require further elaboration : it is related to the
values of the disrete torsions [ei|B] and [ei|B+x], where B is an arbitrary twisted setor of the
theory.
3.4 Breaking the x-symmetry with the freely-ating orbifold ei
We start by onsidering the two setors already written above, whih read, in terms of spin-elds
B10000 : Spin
[
(ψµ)+, (χ
12)ǫ2 , (y
34)ǫ3 , (y
56)ǫ4
]⊗ Spin [(y¯34)ǫ¯1 , (y¯56)ǫ¯2 , (ψ¯1...5)ǫ¯3 , (η¯1)ǫ¯4] (3.11)
B10000 + x : Spin
[
(ψµ)+, (χ
12)ǫ2 , (y
34)σ3 , (y
56)σ4
]⊗ Spin [(y¯34)σ¯1 , (y¯56)σ¯2 , (η¯2)σ¯3 , (η¯3)σ¯4] (3.12)
where the ǫi, ǫ¯i, σi, σ¯i are the heliities of the spin-elds.
As disussed above, the physial states of the setor B10000 + x we are interested in are obtained
by exiting the vauum with a weight 1/2 ψ¯ osillator :
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Spin
[
(ψµ)+, (χ
12)ǫ2 , (y
34)σ3 , (y
56)σ4
]⊗ [ψ¯i−1/2] Spin [(y¯34)σ¯1 , (y¯56)σ¯2 , (η¯2)σ¯3 , (η¯3)σ¯4] (3.13)
The relevant GGSO projetions to arry out in this example as those arising from the sets
S, S + b1, b2, (ei)i=1...6. The F -projetion is redundant with the S+ b1-one. The zi-projetions
do not hange the features of the spetrum in the setor B10000 as soon as we assume that they
do not projet the whole setor out; we will, for now, neglet them.
Equivalently, we will nd it handy to onsider instead, on a setor B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 the projetions
indued by the sets
S, S + b1, b˜2 = S + b2 + (1− λ5)e5 + (1− λ6)e6, (ei)i=1...6 . (3.14)
Reall that, as |B1λ3λ4λ5λ6〉 are fermioni setors, the onstraints to be met are (−)α = −(α|B1λ3λ4λ5λ6),
where α is one of the sets above.
Initially, the setors B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 have 2
12
degrees of freedom. Carrying out the S, S + b1, b˜2,
(e3...6) projetions ut the number of physial states down to 2
5 = 32. Notiing that
b˜2 ∩B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 = {ψµ|ψ¯1...5}, (3.15)
we see that, as the ψµ heliity has been xed, this GGSO projetion implies that the spetrum
of states inside the setors B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 is hiral with respet to the group SO(10). Suh a feature
ruially depends on the presene of the set b2 in our onstrution; this is onsistent with the
fat that the presene of a hiral matter spetrum requires N = 1 spae-time supersymmetry.
Now we look at the eet of the e1 and e2 projetions, rst restriting our attention to B
1
0000.
The latter survives the e1 projetion if [e1|B10000] = −1; otherwise the entire setor |B10000〉
is projeted out. However, in the latter ase, as mentioned earlier, one has to onsider the
massive setor |B10000+ e1〉. The spin eld aounting for this Ramond ground now has an initial
degeneray of 214; arrying out the S, S + b1, b˜2, (e1,3...6) projetions ut the number of degrees
of freedom to 26. This time, the various projetions are not able to x the SO(10)-hirality of
the massive state, sine
b˜2 ∩
(
B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 + e1
)
= {ψµ, ω1|ω¯1, ψ¯1...5}. (3.16)
This is onsistent with the fat that when xing the spae-time spin, we still have a degeneray
in the representations 16 and 16 of SO(10), whih is mandatory for these representations to be
massive.
The superonformal partner of |B10000〉 is |B10000+x〉; this setor ontains vetorial representations
of SO(10). Let us reall that, from the usual onstraints of the free fermioni models, the disrete
torsion oeients we are interested in obey, for i = 1, 2 :
[B1 + x|ei] = [B1|ei][x|ei]. (3.17)
Therefore, if we set [x|ei] = 1, the setor |B10000 + x〉 will behave in the same way as |B10000〉
with respet to the ei projetions. If [B
1
0000|ei] = 1, the twisted setor will be projeted out as
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a whole, regardless of the spinorial/vetorial harater of the representations; if [B10000|ei] = −1,
both spinors and vetors will survive.
Up to now, we have thus not been able to disriminate between spinorial and vetorial
representations of SO(10) lying in the same twisted setor. As one an expet, this will be done
by ating on the value of the disrete torsion [x|ei]. Indeed, let us again plae ourselves in the
twisted setor |B10000〉, and its vetorial ounterpart |B10000 + x〉. The same reasoning as before,
and the use of the equation (3.17), yields the following rules of survival (we reall that δB = −1
for any fermioni twisted setor):
 when [B10000|ei] = −1 and [x|ei] = 1, both setors |B10000〉 and |B10000 + x〉 survive at the
massless level;
 when [B10000|ei] = 1 and [x|ei] = 1, both setors |B10000〉 and |B10000 + x〉 are projeted out;
 when [B10000|ei] = −1 and [x|ei] = −1, |B10000〉 survives and |B10000 + x〉 is projeted out;
 when [B10000|ei] = 1 and [x|ei] = −1, |B10000〉 is projeted out and |B10000 + x〉 survives.
Now that we know how to manipulate eah twisted setor, we an start to explore the duality.
Note that the list of ingredients at our disposal is quite simple and handy.
We are dealing with three twisted planes, in whih four left-moving and four right-moving
fermions piked among the fermionized oordinates (yiωi)(y¯iω¯i) are in Ramond boundary on-
ditions. These fermions arry indies (i1, i2, i3, i4) = (3, 4, 5, 6) for the B
1
family, (1, 2, 5, 6) for
the B2 family, and (1, 2, 3, 4) for the B3 family. We an at on these twisted setors by making
the freely-ating orbifold generated by the set ei at in a non-trivial way on them. Then one
sees that, to be able to projet out states, one must onsider the ation of the sets ei and ej ,
where i and j are dierent from i1...4; otherwise, the ei-projetion's eet is to hoose the internal
hiralities of the orresponding spin-eld. Moreover, if i is one of the four indies i1...4, the setor
B + ei is not massive, but rather another twisted setor of the same plane.
Then two projetions have to be onsidered for eah twisted plane. In the following, we will be
interested in the B1 plane, so that we will onsider the orbifolds indued by e1 and e2. This
fat is not surprising : in the B1 plane, the physis is independent of the volume of the four
internal oordinates orresponding to the fermions (yω|y¯ω¯)3456; therefore, a spontaneous break-
ing of symmetry in this plane must be onstruted out of the two last internal oordinates, as
the value of the mass gap will depend on the size of these oordinates. Of ourse, in this paper
we will enounter no suh dependene, as all moduli are set at the fermioni point; however, a
deformation of these models would make this feature lear.
Finally, to ompute the ation of the orbifolds e1 and e2 on one arbitrary setor of the rst
twisted plane |B1λ3λ4λ5λ6〉, we remark that the usual onstraints of the fermioni onstrution
impose
[
B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 |ei
]
= [b1 + S|ei]
6∏
j=3
[ej |ei]λj i = 1, 2. (3.18)
Knowing all the oeients [ei|ej ] , whih are part of the denition of the model, we are then
able to repeat the above reasoning to dedue the ation of e1 and e2 projetions on |B1λ3λ4λ5λ6〉
and |B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 + x〉.
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3.5 The zi projetions
The ase of the zi projetions is in many ways similar to the ase of the ei's. This time, as we
have, for any twisted setor B of the theory B∩z1 = B∩z2 = ∅, any non-trivial disrete torsion
turned on for the z sets will have an eet on the three twisted planes. One an derive all the rules
in a similar way as for the ei's : the zi projetions an be taken to break the x superonformal
CFT or not, and various ombinations of hypotheses on the GGSO yields various uts in the
spetrum of the theory. As this ase is idential to the e1,2 orbifolds, the rules of the previous
subsetion apply.
We will often omit the zi projetions, to whih most of the rules we derive for the (ei) projetions
similarly apply. We will atually speially need them to perform further uts in the spetrum,
giving us the possibility to restrain the number of representations present in our models.
4 Constrution of dual pairs of models
4.1 A lass of self-dual models : the E6 models
As we mentioned previously, sine in E6 models the spetrum arranges itself in fundamental
representations 27 and 27, these models are trivially self-dual.
The gauge group E6 is present in a model if and only if the x-map is unbroken. This is
equivalent to requiring that the freely-ating orbifolds do not break the right-moving part of the
N = (2, 2) superonformal algebra of the initial model. In terms of disrete torsion oeients,
this ondition is enoded in the equality
∀ i = 1 . . . 6, [x|ei] = 1; [x|z1,2] = 1. (4.1)
From the onsiderations of the previous setion, it is then obvious that if the above equalities are
met, in any twisted setor |B〉, the representations (S, V ) ⊂ 27 and (S¯, V ) ⊂ 27 will be either
simultaneously onserved or simultaneously destroyed, depending on the value of the GGSO
oeients [B|ei], [B|zi]. Expliitly building the spetrum and ounting the states surviving
after the appliation of the various GGSO projetions onrms the self-duality; we nd that a
given twisted setor |B〉 possesses one SO(10)-spinor (hiral or anti-hiral, its hirality being
xed by the b˜2-projetion), one SO(10)-vetor and one singlet under SO(10), but harged with
respet to the additional U(1) of SO(10)× U(1) ⊂ E6 :
|B〉 : (S, V ) ⊂ 27 or (S¯, V ) ⊂ 27. (4.2)
When the ation of all zi-indued and ei-indued freely-ating orbifolds are trivial on the twisted
setors, we nd therefore that the model possesses N+ 27 and N− 27 E6 representations, with
N+ +N− = 48. As the various orbifolds at, they are able to ut in eah twisted setor, either
the vetorial, or the spinorial, or the whole setor. As an example, we onsider the twisted
setors |B1λ3λ4λ5λ6〉. Depending on the values of the GGSO oeients [b1|ei] ,i = 1, 2 and [ej |ei],
i = 1, 2, j = 3, 4, 5, 6, we are able, thanks to the identities
[
B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 |ei
]
= [B10000|ei]
6∏
j=3
[ej |ei]λj , (4.3)
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[
B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 |ei
]
= [B10000|zi]
6∏
j=3
[ej |zi]λj , (4.4)
to determine the eet of the ei- and zi-projetions on eah one of the twisted setors of the B
1
plane. In partiular, if [ek|ei] = −1, one sees that the ei-projetion has opposite eets on the
setors
∣∣B1λ3λ4λ5λ6〉 and ∣∣B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 + ek〉.
4.2 Duality inside the N = 2 setors
As the lassiation in [4, 9℄ shows, one an reate several kinds of non-self-dual models, in
whih, in a given twisted plane generated by the setors |B1〉 and |B1 + x〉, one has either only
spinorials of SO(10) (with either positive or negative hirality; moreover, the number of spinors
and antispinors do not have to be equal) or only vetorials. For a non-self dual model, as the
x-superonformal map is broken, there exists at least one i ∈ {1 . . . 6} suh that [x|ei] = −1 or
(inlusive) one i ∈ {1, 2} suh that [x|zi] = −1.
Let us start by onsidering a breaking by ei. First we argue that the ondition [x|ei] = −1
is able to break the self-duality only in the setors where the freely-ating orbifold ei has the
possibility to projet out entire representations of SO(10) : namely i = 1, 2 for B1 setors,
i = 3, 4 for B2 setors, and i = 5, 6 for B3 setors. Indeed, let us suppose that [x|e1] = −1
while the others [x|ei] = 1, and investigate the onsequenes on the spetrum. In the B1 setors,
we have seen in a previous setion that this breaking of x-map an projet out spinors and/or
vetors of SO(10). However, in B2 and B3 setors, due to the intersetions
∀λi ∈ {0, 1}, B2λ1λ2λ5λ6 ∩ e1 = (B2λ1λ2λ5λ6 + x) ∩ e1 6= ∅ (4.5)
and
∀λi ∈ {0, 1}, B3λ1λ2λ3λ4 ∩ e1 = (B3λ1λ2λ3λ4 + x) ∩ e1 6= ∅ (4.6)
the e1-projetion only kills heliities, having a similar ation in the setors B
2,3
and their super-
onformal partners B2,3+ x; it is not able to annihilate entire representations. Then the duality
spinor-vetor is still valid in these setors.
With this in mind, we fous on a ase where the x-map is only broken in the rst plane, that
is by e1 and/or e2. The duality map is then the following : the (St ↔ V )-dual of a model where
the x-map is broken only in the rst twisted plane is onstruted by reversing the signs of the
disrete torsion oeients [B10000|ei] and [B10000|zj ] for every ei, i = 1, 2, satisfying [x|ei] = −1,
and for every zj satisfying [x|zj ] = −1. This proedure is easily seen to be in agreement with
the rules given in [4℄, where the general form of the duality transformation is formulated as the
exhange of the ranks of the matries
[
∆(1), Y
(1)
16
]
and
[
∆(1), Y
(1)
10
]
; this partiular set of rules
atually exhanges the vetors Y
(1)
16 and Y
(1)
10 .
To prove this, let us suppose that [x|e1] = −1 and onsider the ation of the e1 projetion on a
given setor
∣∣B1λ3λ4λ5λ6〉.
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• Sine one has
[B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 |e1] = [B10000|e1]× [e3|e1]λ3 [e4|e1]λ4 [e5|e1]λ5 [e6|e1]λ6︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ε
(4.7)
we onlude that the setor B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 survives the e1 projetion i [B
1
0000|ei] = −ε, and is
projeted out i [B10000|ei] = ε;
• Then, sine [x|e1] = −1, we see that the setor B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 + x survives i [B10000|ei] = ε,
and is projeted out i [B10000|ei] = −ε.
• Therefore, the ase [B10000|ei] = ε orresponds to keeping only the spinorial of SO(10)
arising from B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 , whereas [B
1
0000|ei] = −ε preserves only the vetorial representation
from this setor.
• Then, it is obvious to see that reversing the sign of [B10000|e1] will bring the dual model,
sine the fator ε = [e3|e1]λ3 [e4|e1]λ4 [e5|e1]λ5 [e6|e1]λ6 has not been hanged in the proess.
One must also look at the ase where both e1 and e2 are breaking the x-map. It is easy to
onvine oneself that one must reverse the two disrete torsions [B10000|e1] and [B10000|e2] to get
the dual model. Indeed, supposing that we start from a onguration where only the spinorial
representation survive from the setor B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 after the two projetions, one sees that reversing
only one of the two GGSO oeients annihilates the whole setor B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 ; whereas reversing
both oeients brings bak the vetorial of the setor.
Using similar arguments, one shows that, in the ase of a breaking of the x-map by a set
zi, the dual model is obtained by also swithing the sign of the orresponding GGSO oeient
[B10000|zj ]. Indeed, the zi are never, in all three planes, part of the spin-elds giving the vauum,
and then we an derive rules for them whih are similar to the rules we have for e1,2 when ating
on the rst plane, e3,4 on the seond plane and e5,6 on the third plane. We note that, sine the
oeients (S|ei) and (S|zi) are set to preserve N = 1 supersymmetry, we may replae in the
above rules [B10000| . . . ] by [b1| . . . ]. We reover the fat that the spinor-vetor duality is realized
within eah N = 2 twisted plane B1,2,3.
Note that the rule we gave for the duality is not unique. One an hek that, if we perform
the duality in the rst plane, a dual model an be obtained by reversing the sign of [B10000|ei]
for every i, i = 1 . . . 6, satisfying [x|ei] = −1 (that is, we do not restrain ourselves to the two
relevant projetions in the rst twisted plane whih are e1 and e2). As a onsequene, a given
model admits more than one dual. We will give additional arguments to this point at the end of
this setion.
When the x-map is broken in more than one plane, some subtleties arise, that require ner
details. Consider a x-map-breaking set α, that is, [α|x] = −1. α may be one of the ei or one of
the zi. The duality operation has to be arried out in the three planes, by reversing the GGSO
oeients [b1|α], [b2|α], and [b3|α]. However, the third twisted plane is not independent from
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the two others, sine b3 = b1 + b2 + x. Having arried out the two rst steps of the duality, we
see that the two reversals
[b1|α]→ −[b1|α], [b2|α]→ −[b2|α] (4.8)
entail, sine [b3|α] = [b1|α] · [b2|α] · [x|α] :
[b3|α]→ [b3|α]. (4.9)
This situation arises if a set α is able to break the spinor-vetor duality in all three planes. This
is not the ase for the ei's : as we have seen, e1 and e2 an only break the duality in the rst
plane B1, e3 and e4 in the seond plane B
2
, and e5 and e6 in the third plane B
3
.
It is however problemati when α is equal to z1 and z2. In that ase, the duality is restored if
we assume the existene of ei and ej , i 6= j, suh as :
[ei|z1] = −1 and [ej |z2] = −1. (4.10)
These onditions are preisely the no-enhanements hypotheses we assumed to dene the lass
of models in whih we demonstrate the duality.
Indeed, when (4.10) is veried, the transformation (4.8) for α = z1 entails
4
[b3|z1]→ −[b3 + ei|z1]. (4.11)
This feature has the following eet. In the two rst twisted planes, the transformations (4.8)
imply that if, in a model, the setor |B1λ3λ4λ5λ6〉 ontains a spinorial representation, it will
ontain a vetorial representation in the dual model. However, due to the transformation (4.11),
we learn that if, in a model, the setor |B3λ1λ2λ3λ4〉 ontains a spinorial representation, the setor|B3λ1λ2λ3λ4 + ei〉 will ontain a vetorial representation in the dual model. Then, in the third
plane, we have a modied the x-map : instead of linking a setor |B3λ1λ2λ3λ4〉 to |B3λ1λ2λ3λ4 + x〉,
we have linked it to |B3λ1λ2λ3λ4 +(x+ ei)〉. In this respet, the duality in the third plane an also
be viewed as being a setor-by-setor orrespondene.
This also points out that the duality operation is not unique : one an hoose to modify the
x-map α 7→ α+x into α 7→ α+x+ ei in the two rst planes, for appropriate sets ei, i.e. suh as
α + ei is massless, and ei satises a ondition of the type (4.10). This observation is onneted
to the fat that the duality operation is viewed in [4℄ as an exhange of the rank of the matries
rank
[
∆(I), Y
(I)
16
]
↔ rank
[
∆(I), Y
(I)
10
]
; (4.12)
this rank being onstant under linear ombinations on the olumns of ∆(I).
Also note that when we will detail in setion 4.4 the duality proedure, in the no-enhanement
framework, in terms of oyle insertions, it will be suient to insert oyles relative to the
twist parameters h1 and h2; the eet on the third plane will automatially follow.
4
We suppose here that ei 6= e5, e6. If not, one adapts the proof in the straightforward way by exhanging the
roles of b1, b2, b3.
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4.3 Expliit realization of the duality in the rst twisted plane
We onsider a model given by the following disrete torsion oeients :
[B10000|e1] = 1, [x|e1] = 1, [x|e2] = −1; (4.13)
and
[.|.] e1 e2
e3 −1 1
e4 1 −1
e5 1 1
e6 −1 1
Then the ation of e1 and e2 projetions on the B
1
twisted plane and the resulting spetrum are
summarized in table 1. This table gives, for a model and its dual, the disrete torsion aounting
for the eet of the projetions e1 and e2 for eah of the 16 setors of the rst twisted plane, and
the orresponding surviving representations. The left part of the table assumes [B10000|e2] = 1
while the right part is for [B10000|e2] = −1. As we disussed, a oeient 1 relatively to e1
projets out spinors and vetors altogether; a oeient 1 with respet to e2 projets out spinors
and a −1 projets out vetors.
[.|.] e1 e2 rep. e1 e2 rep.
B10000 1 1 ∅ 1 −1 ∅
B10001 −1 1 V −1 −1 S
B10010 1 1 ∅ 1 −1 ∅
B10100 1 −1 ∅ 1 1 ∅
B11000 −1 1 V −1 −1 S
B11100 −1 −1 S −1 1 V
B11010 −1 1 V −1 −1 S
B11001 1 1 ∅ 1 −1 ∅
B10101 −1 −1 S −1 1 V
B10110 1 −1 ∅ 1 1 ∅
B10011 −1 1 V −1 −1 S
B11110 −1 −1 S −1 1 V
B11101 1 −1 ∅ 1 1 ∅
B11011 1 1 ∅ 1 −1 ∅
B10111 −1 −1 S −1 1 V
B11111 1 −1 ∅ 1 1 ∅
Table 1: GGSO oeients for the rst twisted plane and orresponding surviving representation,
for the hoie of oeients (4.13).
Note that in fat, this model is already self-dual; however, the duality operation is non-
trivial, as it exhanges spinorial and vetorial representations inside eah twisted setor B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 ,
and we nd it more instrutive to detail the duality proedure in this model rather than in a
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purely vetorial or purely spinorial model (reall from [4℄ that in one twisted plane, one has
either a purely vetorial, purely spinorial/anti-spinorial or half-vetorial half-spinorial  i.e. self-
dual  spetrum). Obviously, under a duality transformation, a model having only spinorial
representations (whih an be speially obtained, for example, by setting [e3,4,5,6|e2] = 1) will
be related to a model having only vetorial representations, the transformation being done setor
by setor. We present an expliit example of suh a duality transformation in Appendix I.
We have not mentioned here the hirality of the spinorial representations; these depend on
the b˜2 projetion, whih in turn depends on the disrete torsions
[B10000|b˜2]; [ei|b˜2], i = 3, 4, 5, 6. (4.14)
We will x [B10000|b˜2] = −1 and onsider two ases of gure for the other four GGSO oeients :
(1) :
[.|.] b˜2
e3 1
e4 1
e5 1
e6 1
and (2) :
[.|.] b˜2
e3 1
e4 −1
e5 1
e6 −1
Extrating the spinorial representations from the previous model, we nd that for ase (1), before
and after duality, all SO(10) spinors have positive hirality. For ase (2), we nd that, before
and after duality, we have 2 hiral and 2 anti-hiral spinors.
Note that to put in evidene more features of the onstrution, we have taken non-trivial values
for the oeients [e3,4,5,6|e1,2]. Had we not done this, the remaining model would have had more
generations. One sees that within a twisted plane, arbitrary values of the oeients [e3,4,5,6|ei],
where ei doesn't break the x-map, are only able to projet out half of the twisted setors; only
8 setors out of 16 ontribute, giving either a purely spinorial, purely vetorial, or half-vetorial
and half-spinorial spetrum.
Further projetions in the spetrum an then be performed by ating with the orbifolds
generated by z1 and z2. Indeed we an obtain the formula
[B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 |z1,2] = [B10000|z1,2]×
6∏
i=3
[ei|z1,2]λi (4.15)
and the survival ondition of the setor
∣∣B1λ3λ4λ5λ6〉 is
[B1λ3λ4λ5λ6 |z1,2] = −1. (4.16)
Setting, for some (i, j) ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} × {1, 2}, some disrete torsions
[ei|zj ] = −1 (4.17)
gives one aess to models in whih only 4 setors or only 2 setors out of the 16 survive at the
massless level.
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To onlude this subsetion, let us note that the expliit model we onstruted above is
self-dual; however the E6 gauge symmetry has been broken. Breaking E6 → SO(10) × U(1),
as it makes an abelian fator U(1) appear in the gauge group, is generally believed to lead to
anomalies. However, in a lass of self-dual models, U(1) anomalies an be evaded when summing
on the ontribution of the three twisted planes. We provide an expliit example of this property
in the Appendix II.
4.4 Plane by plane insertions of disrete torsion oeients, and their overall
eets
In this subsetion, we want to indiate how these onstrutions an be translated in terms of
modiations of the overall phase Φ introdued in the general form of the partition funtion
(2.6). Again, we fous on the rst twisted plane; the generalization for the simultaneous ation
on the three planes will be addressed at the end of this subsetion. We are then onsidering the
internal dimensions ei, i = 1, 2. The term of the partition funtion representing the rst twisted
plane is obtained when the four spae-time fermions χ3,4,5,6 are twisted : therefore, h1 = 0 and,
h2 = h3 = h is the relevant twisting parameter.
Remembering that the freely-ating orbifolds are onveniently represented by the insertion
of oyles in the partition funtion, we nd the following rules.
First, in the absene of superonformal symmetry breaking, one is able to projet out a whole
setor of the twisted plane (that is, both the spinorial and the vetorial oming from this setor)
by adding a phase
(−)hti+gsi , (−)hGi+gHi , (4.18)
depending on the breaking being done by a ei or a zi projetion. As we disussed earlier, suh a
oupling renders the h = 1 setors massive, whih is the ase in the plane that we are onsidering.
Furthermore, as we have explained before, the eet the dierent setors of the plane is ditated
by the values of the oeients (ei|ej). These disrete torsions are ontrolled by the insertion of
the oyles
(−)sitj+sjti . (4.19)
One is then able to onstrut a variety of self-dual models using these rules. Similarly, one is
able to ontrol the value of the oeient (ei|zj) by means of the insertion of
(−)siGj+Hjti . (4.20)
The superonformal x-map is broken as soon as we ouple a freely-ating orbifold to the SO(10)
spin-struture (ǫ, ξ). In the rst twisted plane, suh a breaking requires the ation of at least
one of the sets (e1, e2, z1, z2); the orresponding oyles to be inserted then read, respetively :
(−)ǫti+ξsi+siti , i = 1, 2 ; (−)ǫGi+ξHi+HiGi , i = 1, 2 . (4.21)
Coupling the two previous eets now allow us to ontrol whih representation (spinorial or
vetorial) survives at the massless level in the model. Starting from a ase where both spinors
and vetors survive, the addition of one of the SCFT-breaking phases (4.21) lifts the spinorials
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of SO(10), so that only the vetorials survive. If instead we start from a ase where the whole
setor has been projeted out, by the insertion of a oyle of the form (4.18), adding a oyle
(4.21) reovers the spinorials, while the vetorials remain massive. The phase we inserted in this
ase is then the produt of (4.18) and (4.21).
We may summarize the possibilities as follows :
 no oyle introdued : S and V stay at the massless level;
 (−)hti+gsi : both S and V beome massive;
 (−)ǫti+ξsi+siti : S beomes massive, V stays massless;
 (−)(ǫ+h)ti+(ξ+g)si+siti : S stays massless, V beomes massive.
Of ourse, if one onsiders a breaking by zi, one has to replae (si, ti) by (Hi, Gi).
We then learn how to engineer the duality map diretly on the partition funtion. We have
stated that it has to be done by reversing the GGSO projetions [B1|ei], [B1|zi] for eah x-
breaking projetions ei, zi. But these values are enoded in oyles
(−)hti+gsi , (−)hGi+gHi . (4.22)
where h is the orbifold parameter relevant for the plane we are interested in. Therefore, to arry
out the duality map, one has to insert a oyle (4.18) for eah projetion breaking the x-map
(i.e. suh that a oyle of the form (4.21) is present in the partition funtion).
5 Conlusion and disussion
In this paper, we gave a new demonstration of the spinor-vetor duality that was shown to
hold among the N = 2 Z2 and the N = 1, Z2 × Z2 heterotistring vaua obtained via the
free fermioni onstrution. We interpreted the freely-ating orbifolds present in the model
in terms of stringy Sherk-Shwarz mehanisms; these have been used to give a non-vanishing
mass to some setors of the theory, and/or to perform a spontaneous breaking of the right-
moving superonformal algebra (also alled x-map) whih is responsible of the gauge enhane-
ment SO(10)×U(1) → E6. Suh a breaking reates non-self-dual models, where we do not have
the same number of spinorial and vetorial representations of SO(10) at the massless level of the
theory. We desribed the proedure used to onstrut the dual of a given model. Moreover, we
expliitly onstruted self-dual models in whih E6 gauge is broken.
Suh models may, or may not, be free from all Abelian and mixed anomalies. The ases
in whih the selfdual models are partiularly interested, as in suh models one does not need
to resort to eld theory arguments to shift the vauum to a stable supersymmetri vauum.
Finally, we have given rules on how to perform this duality diretly on the expression of the
1-loop partition funtion of the model.
One may ask what are the impliations of suh a duality. Firstly, we an see it as a symmetry
in the spae of vaua of string theory, whose study has been of great interest over the past years
[16℄. Furthermore, the duality is exhibited in the spae of free fermioni models that have also
given rise to some of the most realisti string models onstruted to date. The geometrial
struture underlying the free fermioni models is that of the Z2 × Z2 orbifold, and a natural
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question is whether it extends to other orbifolds. The spinorvetor duality an be thought
of as being of the same kind as mirror symmetry [17℄. Indeed, mirror symmetry is manifest
in this model as the symmetry exhanging spinorials of SO(10) into anti-spinorials of SO(10).
This is due to the Type II ↔ Heteroti orrespondene being related to the embedding of the
spin-onnetion in the gauge onnetion. Therefore, hanging the hirality of the SO(10) spinors
amounts, on the Type II side, to hange the GSO projetion on the right-hand side of the theory.
This Type IIA ↔ Type IIB swith is known [18℄ to be equivalent to the substitution of the
ompatiation manifold by its mirror. Our onstrutions displays this mirror symmetry : this
relies on the hoie of the oeients [b1|b˜2] and [ei|b˜2], as we have shown that the b˜2 projetion
imposes the hirality of the massless spinorial representations (if any). The mirror symmetry
implies a hange in the topology of the ompatiation manifold, as the Euler harateristi
is taken to its opposite. Spinor-vetor duality an, as well, be thought of as another topology
hanging duality. Note that its range of appliation is wider than the mirror ase. Here, non-
self-dual points orrespond to N = (2, 0) ompatiations. Just as mirror symmetry an be
thought of as a manifestation of Tduality [18℄ also the spinorvetor duality may be regarded as
suh, but with the added ation on the bundle representing the gauge degrees of freedom of the
heteroti string, indued by the breaking of the N = 2 worldsheet superonformal symmetry
on the right-moving bosoni side of the heteroti string. Thus, just as mirror symmetry have
led to the notion of topology hanging transition between mirror manifolds, the spinorvetor
duality suggests that the web of onnetions is far more omplex, and further demonstrating
that our understanding of string theory is truly only rudimentary. Furthermore, what we may
nd is that the distintion of partiles into spinor and vetor representation is a mere low energy
organisation. What the string truly ares about is its internal onsisteny, haraterized by the
modular invariane of the partition funtion.
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Appendix I
A dual pair of models with spetrum in the rst twisted plane
We onsider the model given by the following GGSO oeients matrix :
[vi|vj] = eiπ(vi|vj) (I.1)
(vi|vj) =


1 S e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 b1 b2 z1 z2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
e1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
e2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
e3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
e5 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
e6 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
b1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
b2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
z1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
z2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1


(I.2)
As far as the SO(10) representations are onerned, this model ontains two vetorials 10,
one in the setor S + b1 + e5 + x, and one in the setor S + b1 + e3 + e5 + x. The spetrum is
therefore ontained in the rst twisted plane; we will only need to arry out the duality in this
plane.
We apply the duality proedure as follows.
First, we notie that, sine
x = 1 + S +
6∑
i=1
ei + z1 + z2,
we have
(x|e1) = 0, (x|e2) = 1, (x|e3) = 0,
(x|e4) = 0, (x|e5) = 0, (x|e6) = 1,
(x|z1) = 1, (x|z2) = 1.
The method we exposed then onsists in reversing the GGSO oeients (b1|e2), (b1|z1) and
(b1|z2). The resulting matrix is therefore (the oeients we hanged are in bold) :
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(vi|vj) =


1 S e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 b1 b2 z1 z2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
e1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
e2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
e3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
e5 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
e6 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
b1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
b2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
z1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
z2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1


(I.3)
When expliitly omputing the spetrum of this new model, we nd indeed that two spinors
16 of SO(10) arise from the rst plane, in the setors S + b1 + e5 and S + b1 + e3 + e5. We
see then that in this simple ase, the duality transformation ours setor by setor in the rst
twisted plane, like desribed in setion 4.
Appendix II
A self-dual, anomaly-free model without E6 enhanement
We are onsidering the model given by the matrix whih oeents (vi|vj) ∈ {0, 1} are dened
by
[vi|vj] = eiπ(vi|vj) (II.1)
(vi|vj) =


1 S e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 b1 b2 z1 z2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
e1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
e2 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
e3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
e4 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
e5 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
e6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
b1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
b2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
z1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
z2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1


(II.2)
We see that sine (z1|x) = (z1|1) + (z1|S) +
∑6
i=1(z1|ei) + (z1|z1) + (z1|z2) ≡ 1 mod. 2, the
gauge group E6 is broken. Moreover, the onditions (e1|z2) = (e4|z1) = 1 ensure that the
hidden gauge group is minimal and the full gauge group is SO(10)× U(1)3 × SO(8)× SO(8).
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The spetrum of this model ontains (we note as an index the three harges under the U(1)η¯i ,
i = 1, 2, 3) :
 three spinors 16 of SO(10), one for eah twisted plane,
16(1/2,0,0), 16(0,−1/2,0), 16(0,0,−1/2),
 three vetors 10 of SO(10), one for eah twisted plane,
10(0,1/2,1/2), 10(−1/2,0,1/2), 10(−1/2,1/2,0),
 six non-abelian gauge group singlets, two for eah twisted plane,
1(1,−1/2,−1/2), 1(1/2,1,−1/2), 1(1/2,−1/2,1),
1(−1,−1/2,−1/2), 1(1/2,−1,−1/2), 1(1/2,−1/2,−1).
By verifying the identities
∑
qi =
∑
q3i = 0 for the three abelian fators of the gauge group, we
see that the observable spetrum is anomaly-free. Note that this anomaly does not our plane
by plane, but results from a anellation between the three planes.
One an also hek that in this model, the ontributions of the (8,1) and (1,8) multiplets of
SO(8)× SO(8) to the U(1) anomalies anel.
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